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Let S be a compact, nonempty, set of real numbers, letP = {!Po, !PI' ...} be a
sequence of distinct continuous real functions defined on S, and let Pn be the
set ofall linear combinations of!Po, !PI' ... , !Pn-I' The "degree of approximation"
is defined to be

Pn(S,P) = max min max If(x) - p(x)!,
fEK PEPn XES

where K is the set of "contractions," i.e., the set of all real functionsfsuch that
!f(x) - f(Y)1 :::; Ix - y) for all x, Y in S.

In this terminology, MUntz's theorem [3] says that for S = [0, I] and
P = {I,x"',xb , ...} (Ai positive and distinct, .:\;--f-+ 0), one has Pn(S,P) --,)- °as
n --,)- co, if and only if L (I/Ak ) = co.

lt is known [2] that t€n(S) is a lower bound for pnCS,P) over all possible
choices ofP, where €nCS), the "massivity" of S, is defined by

€n(S) = max min IYi - yl
YI,Y2 ... .. Yn+IES i#J

We shall say thatPis "efficient" on S, if there exists a C >°such that Pn < C€ft'
Also, P will be said to be "weakly efficient" on S, if there exists a C> 0, such
that for each n, there exist !Pi" !Piz' ... , !Pin E P, satisfying

max min max If(x) - p(x)! < C€n(S),
fEK PEQn XES

where Qn is the set ofall linear combinations of!Pi" ... , !Pin' lt follows immedi
ately that P is weakly efficient on S whenever P is efficient on S. Jackson's
theorem [1] says that {I,x,xl , ... } is efficient on [0,1]. It is known that this
sequence is efficient on any real set of positive measure. One of the authors [4]
has established that this sequence is efficient on the set consisting of 1, XI' X2, •.•

(xn > 0, -7 0), if {xn} is logarithmically convex or if xn+dxn < CI < 1. On the
other hand, if the Xn do not have sufficiently "regular" growth, {I,x,x2, ...}

may not be efficient on {1,xj,x2''''} (Ref. [4)).
In this article, too, we consider approximation on sequences {O,xn}, where
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X n -* D-but here we investigate approximation by linear combinations of
given powers of x: 1, xAJ, ... , x An, .... First, we shall demonstrate how here
MUntz's condition on the Al can be relaxed. We shall then investigate how
fast Pn -* 0. Our goal is to find {Xk} and/or {Ak} that will render P efficient on S
In short, we seek MUntz-Jackson theorems on sequences. Our MUntz theorem
on sequences is

THEOREM 1. Let S = {O,xn}be a sequence ofpoints in [0,1] such that Xn> Xn+b
limxn= 0, and let P = {l,xA'}. Then piS,P} -* 0 as n -* 00, if{fl'n} is any sequence
ofdistinct positive numbers which does not tend to zero.

We shall, in fact, prove that the sup-norm closure of the span of P on S,
is C(S)-the set of all functions continuous on S.

We may assume, without loss of generality, that An -* 00; for, if not, the
result is an immediate corollary of Muntz's theorem. Letf(x) be an arbitrary
continuous function in C(S) withf(O) = O. Given E > 0, choose N so large that

If(xn) I< E/2 for all n > N. (1)

We observe that liml...",(x/xN)AI = 0, x E [O,XN+tl, and that the convergence is
uniform on this interval. Thus, there exists an i1(E) such that

(2)for all x E (O,XN+l]'(
X )A1l E

If(XN)! XN < 2(N + 1)

Letpl(x) = f(XN) (X/XN)AI 1.

Since (X/XN_l)AI-* °uniformly (as i -* 00) on [O,XN], there exists an i2(E)
such that

for all x E [0, XN-k+ d. (3)

(
X )

A1
2 €

If(XN-I) - Pl(XN-I)! XN_I < 2(N + 1)

for all x in (O,XN]. Let pz(x) = (f(XN-I) - Pl(XN-I)) (X/XN_I) AI
2. In general.

for 1 ~ k ~ N, the uniform convergence of (X/XN-k)AI to 0 on [O,XN-k+rl
assures the existence of an ME) such that

I
k-l I( X )AI. €

f(XN-k) - J~O PiXN-k) XN_k < 2(N+ 1)

We then let

Pk(X) = [f(XN-k) - kJ,' PiXN-k)] (~)Al•.
j~O XN-k

Let p(x) = 'if Pk(X), Then p(x) is a linear combination of the X AI. From (2),
(3) and the definition ofPk' it follows that:

(i) p(O) = 0;
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(ii) Ip(Xn) I < E/2 for all n > N, which, together with (1) gives
!f(xn) - p(Xn) \ < E for all n > N;

(iii) !P(XN-k) - f(XN-k) \ < E(N - k)[2(N + 1)]-1 < E, k = 0, 1, ... N - 1.

Hence If(x) - p(x)I < E for all x in S. The argument is completed by noting
that if/CO) # 0, we have I f(x) - (p(x) +f (0)) 1 < E. Q.E.D.

Note that the above argument extends, with some slight modification, to
compact subsets of [0, 1] with the property that every point is "isolated on the
left." Without this restriction the argument fails, and, in fact, the corresponding
theorem is false.

As the dual of Theorem 1, we have the following

COROLLARY.

<Xl

f(x) = 2: cn e-/1nx,
n~1

where JLn ~ et:i, 2: lenI < et:i, can have only a finite number of zeros in (0, et:i),
0>0.

This follows, since the completeness of P implies that there is no measure
orthogonal to P, which in turn means that 2:~=1 cnx~l cannot equal 0 for all i.

We now turn our attention to quantitative theorems. A sequence S = {O, xn},

Xn E [0,1], is called "thin," if there exists a C such that for all n, Xn < CElS).

THEOREM 2. If S = {O,Xn} (XI> X2 > " .,Xn ~ 0) is a thin sequence, and
P = {l,xAI} (Ai> °and distinct), then P is weakly efficient on S whenever {Ai}
is unbounded.

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. Let f (x) belong to K, and
suppose, without loss of generality, that f(O) = O. For each N, we divide S
into two parts, SI, consisting of the N - 1 largest elements of S, and S2' the
complement in S of SI' We now proceed todefinePk(x),k = 1,2, .. .,N - 1,and
p(x) as in the proof of Theorem I, replacing E by the massivity, EN(S), Observe
that p is a linear combination of N - 1 monomials. In this manner, we obtain
Ip(x) - f(x)1 < EN for all x in St. Also, Ip(x) I< EN for all x in S2. But since
the sequence is thin andfE K, we have x E S2 => If(x)1 < CEN' Hence

If(x) - p(x)/ < (C + 1) EN for all XES,

completing the argument. (In case f(O) # 0, the constant subtracted is the Nth
and last allowable monomial.)

Our next two theorems show that if An ~ et:i in a sufficiently fast and regular
manner, P = {l,xAI} is efficient on certain sets.
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THEOREM 3. Let S = {O,xn} (xn> 0) be a sequence for which there exist Cl>
C2 such that for all n,

1 Xn+l°< C ~ - ~ C2 < 1.
I Xn

Then P = {I,xA1
} (Ai> °and distinct) is efficient on S, whenever An+dnAn -i>- 00.

Proof Note that the condition xn+dxn~ C2 < I implies that Xk < CEk' where
I/C = min(I/C2 - 1,1), and hence that the sequence is thin. Thus, by Theorem
2, P is weakly efficient on S. Theorem 3 will be proved by choosing E = EN

(N arbitrary) and demonstrating that the monomials selected in the proof
of Theorem 2 can, under the more restrictive hypotheses of Theorem 3, be
the first available monomials. To do this, we have to go back to the definition
of the polynomials heX) (in the proof of Theorem 1) and show that
Ip(x) I = 1.L:1-1 pix)1 ~ CEN for all x in [O,xN+d, where Aik = Ak' Theorem 3
follows then in the same way as does Theorem 2. Now,

where qix) consists of 2k terms. Each term has the form ±f(Xit) times the
product of no more than k factors (x;,lxi])Ai4, where

and where i4 are distinct integers, all ~k. Sincef(x) is a contraction,

If(Xit)1 ~ Xit ~ XN-k ~ CI" XN~ Clk CEN'

Also, on [O,XN_k], IxlxN_k+d Ak+1 < C;k+l. We then have the estimate

k-l
Ipix)1 ~ CEN2k q ~ AIC~k.

A calculation now verifies that the conditions of our Theorem ensure that
Ip(x)1 < MEN for all x E [O,xN+d. Q.E.D.

THEOREM 4. P = {XC"} (C> 1) is efficient on any set S = {O,xn} such that
X n> 0, xk+Ilxk ~ M < 1.

Proof Letf(x) he a contraction withf(O) = 0. Consider
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which interpolates to f (x) at 0 = Xc, Xl> , •• , Xn_l. As in the previous theorem,
{Xk} is thin, Le., there exists an IX> °such that Xk (Cf-Ek• Sincef(x) is a con
traction, If(x) I~ IXtn for x E (O,xn ]. We thus wish to show that there exists
a {J such that !p(x)! ({JEn for x E [O,xn]·

Since, as a calculation verifies,

we have

n-J n-J

jp(x)j <~ Xj TI I~=:111
1*)

n-I j-I n-I n-I

(Cl:tnLIT I -(~.;x) IT I -(~/X) 11 (xt/x))
)=1 1=1 J I I~J+l I J 1=)+1

n-I i-I n-l n-J

( (ttn LTI 1 _ ~ j-I TI 1 _ ~l j TI Ml-i
)=1 1=[ 1=1+1 1=1+1

(
COl 00 .)

::;; c(En nCc--=-M 1)2 ~ M'
.=1 1=1

( {JEn•

Thus, for x E [O,xnJ,

!f(x) - p(x)! ::;; If(x)1 + Ip(x)1 ( (ex + {J) Em

while for x = Xk' k = I, 2, ... , n - I, we havef(x) - p(x) = o. Q.E.D.
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We now turn specifically to the set of points 0, C, C2, C3, ... , Ck, ... , where
C is a fixed number in (0,1). We are able to determine exactly when the sequence
{l,xAI,x'b, .. .,xAn, ...} is efficient on this set. The condition is given by the
following

THEOREM 5. The sequence {I ,x An} (An> °and distinct) is efficient on the set
{o; Ck} ifand only if2. CAn < 00.

Several curious corollaries follow for {O, C, C2, .. .}.

COROLLARY 1. Efficiency is unaffected by a permutation of the sequence.

COROLLARY 2. Every sequence with unbounded An has an efficient subsequence.

COROLLARY 3. Any subsequence ofan efficient sequence is itselfefficient.

COROLLARY 4. There exists a P such that P is weakly efficient but not efficient.

PROOF OF THEOREM 5

We turn first to the necessity of our condition. If our sequence is efficient,
there exists for each n a "polynomial" P(x) = ao + al X AI + ...anxAn such that,
for all k,

IP(CkH-1)k + Ckl ~ Acn, A independent of k and n. (4)

This results from the fact that the functionf defined by

f(Ck) = (-l)k Ck. [(1 - C)j(l + C)]
is a contraction.

Now write "0 = 0 for convenience, and then set

pet) = t(CAO + tHCAI + t) (CAn + t)

= A) t + A2t2+ A3t3 ..
Next, form

(5)

Q = A)(P(C)'(-l)+ C)+AlP(C2)+ C2)+ ... +AlP(Ck)'(-l)k+ Ck)+ ..•,

On the one hand, by (4), the quantity Q satisfies

IQI ~ (AI + A2 . ..)Acn = p(I)Acn,

while, on the other hand,

(6)

n

Q = (AI C + A2C2 + A3C3 + ...) - 2: al(A I CAI_ A2C2Al + A3C3 Al - ...)
i~O

n
= p(C) - 2. a/pC-CAl) = p(C),

1=0
since each pC-CAl) = 0, by (5).
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Combining this with (6), gives p(C) ~ p(1)Acn, or, in other words,

1 + CAI-l 1 + CAn-l 2A
~~-- -- ~----~- s. ~-----
1 + CAl .. , 1 + CAn ~ C(1 + C) .

Clearly, this implies the convergence of the infinite product

TI
oo 1 + CAn-l

1 + CAn
n~1

which, in turn, yields the convergence of L~~I CAn.

Next, we prove the sufficiency by showing, in fact, that the "interpolating
polynomials" perform the required approximation.

Since we are assuming L CAn < 00, we know that 1\ > I for n large enough.
Also, since omitting a finite number of the An does not effect efficiency, we
may assume that An > 1 for all n.

Let n be an arbitrary positive integer. Define P(X;A) as that linear com
bination of X"~l, x A2, ... x An which satisfies P(X;A) = x Afor x = C, C 2 , ••• , cn.

Existence and uniqueness both follow from the fact that the underlying
matrix is a Vandermonde.

In particular, then, if

A= Ai' i = 1,2, ... n, thenP(x;A) is x A,. (7)

Now letheX), k = 1,2, ... , n, denote the basic "interpolating polynomials,"
defined by h(cm) = 0km for m = 1, 2, ..., n, and by the requirement that each
p is a linear combination of the X Ai, i = 1, 2, ... n.

Obviously, we can write P(x; A) in terms ofPk(X) as
n

P(x; A) = L pix) C Ak.
k~1

(8)

Now we adopt a new point of view. We hold x fixed at cm and consider A
as the variable. We find, then, that we can identify P.

Namely, let Q(z) denote the (m - n)th partial sum of the power series for

1
(l - CAl z) (l - CA2 z) . .. (1 - CAn z)

(interpreted as 0 if m ~ n). We claim that

p(cm, A) = cmA(l - Q(C-A) (l - CAl-A) ... (l - CAn-A». (9)

For, observe that our choice of Q forces the right-hand side to be a linear
combination of CA, C2", , cn", and also that this right-hand side reduces to
cmA for A= Ai' i = 1, 2, n. By (7) and (8), these same properties hold for
the left-hand side, and we conclude easily that the two sides must be identical.
(Two nth-degree polynomials which agree at n + 1 points must be identical.)
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If now, in (9), we replace the partial sum, Q, by the full sum

1
(1- CAI-,I) ... (1- CAn-A)'

and if we replace the expression

-(1 - CAl-A) ... (l - CAn-A) by (1 + CAl-A) ... (1 + CAn-A),

then we increase the moduli of all coefficients of the powers of CA.
Combining this observation with (8) tells us that for Asmaller than all the

AI>

~ I (cm)1 C Ak :::::: cmA (1 (1 + CAl-A) (l + CAn-A») .
/::1 Pk ~ +(1- CAl-A) (1 - CAn-A)

We now set A= 1, recalling that the Al are> 1 and that L CAj < CfJ, and
conclude that

where

n

L Ipicm)1 Ck ~ Acm,
k=I

_ TIoo
1 + CAj-1

A-l+ A l'1- C j
j~I

(10)

Finally, let f(x) be a contraction with f(O) = O. Form its "interpolating
polynomial," Fix) = L~-I Pk(x)f(Ck), and consider lPix) - f(x)l.

For x = cm, m ~ n, this is equal to O. For x = cm, m > n, however, we have

n n

IPix) - f(x)j = IL Pk(Cm)f(Ck) - f(cm)\ ~ L !Pk(cm)! Ck + em.
k~I k=1

(since If(Ck)1 = If(Ck) - f(O) 1 ~ C k).
By (10), this, in turn, is ~Acm + cm ~ (A + l)cn.
But this is exactly the required result, since, obviously, the sequence is

thin. Q.E.D.
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